WASHINGTON, Oct. 21— The United States government decided to censor mail matters bound to Japan on October 20, the Asahi reported from New York.

The exact motives to be applied to mail forwarding to Japan for the time being are not known, one government official said. As a result of the decision, the Post Office Department, Great Britain, and other countries will have the same restrictions applied to their mail.

TOkyo, Oct. 21— The Japanese Government officially特效 is being applied to mail forwarding to Japan for the time being. The order is not known.

(2) The motives for this order are said to be the result of the decision of the United States to ban the sale of certain products to Japan.

(3) The motives for this order are said to be the result of the decision of the United States to ban the sale of certain products to Japan.

The United States government has decided to censor mail matters bound to Japan on October 20, the Asahi reported from New York.

(1) The motives for this order are said to be the result of the decision of the United States to ban the sale of certain products to Japan.

(2) The motives for this order are said to be the result of the decision of the United States to ban the sale of certain products to Japan.
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TRAVELER, HO!

Hunts Pond

On the day, Ann felt nothing but the thrill of

money in her pocket. The world seemed

too much ado, she turned to meet Jerry. The

eyes of the people she passed. She knew

money was what she had. She walked on,

as she had promised herself she would: she

would go through the cane fields, past the

farms, past the villages, until she reached

the sea. She would walk the coast, she

would wander alone, she would think, she

would dream.

Her mind was made up, she had

made up her mind. She would not look

back. She would not pause. She would not

think of the past. She would not think of

the future. She would only walk.

As she walked, she thought of Jerry. He

was a good man. He was a kind man.

She had loved him. She had trusted him.

She had depended on him. She had

been happy with him. She had been

happy with her life. She had been

happy with the world.

But now she was alone. She was

alone. She was free. She was

free.

She slipped back into the inn,

saying she was going for a walk.

As she walked, she thought of

Jerry. She thought of the future.

She thought of the past.

She thought of love.

And then she thought of

Ann.
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life.
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death.
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IWUERE SLADE

meets the challenge of any city in

nation. It covers more than eighty

quarters of its financial and cultural life

and naturally must have at least

of South America from the stand­

great stores of silver lay inland.

1516 they received silver orna­

ally the honor belongs to Buenos Airees, capital city of A r­

city planners. The Kavanagh Buil­

This city does things in the

longest avenue in the world and

This real story of this success

largest refrigerating plant is located in

1898, M. Kunimoto.

Santo Domingo.

only began on a major scale.

are 345 cafes, 40 theaters and

kamoto secretary, Helen Kitaga­

Ueda.

Third, T. Asano.

guava juice and pulp and guava

Mrs. Margaret Pagaling on F ri­

First, H. Shirotani; Second, S. Hanashiro; Third,

Third, J. Spalding.

by an obelisk somewhat on the

1490, M. Kunimoto.

Third, O. Shiotani.

Taro, Hawaiian— First, John M.

and Marriage Course Too Popular

Second, A. Shiotani; Third, Masa­

Roasted green— Special— G. Yamashiro

Second, C. Sueishi; Third, T.

Eggplant, Long— First, H. Tai­

Second, H. Taise; Third, M. Yamamoto.

Broccali— Special, G. Yamashiro

First, Jack Kaaua; Second, M. Kunimoto; Third, S. Kawakami.

Second, S. Kuwahara.

the beauty of which makes our

extension agent gave a me­

Second, Miss H. Ono; Third, K.

Raidak, Louisa Andaya, Daisy

Productions— Special, S. Ku­

Takaki.

Squash, Summer— Special— A.

Pumpkin — First, T. Matsuki;

First, Y. Yafuso; Second, T. Nich­

Watercress — First, Y. Yafuso;

Second, A. Shiotani; Third, Masa­

Second, O. Shiotani; Third, Masa­

First, G. Yani; Second, J. Saito;

Spic and span— Special— A. Shio­

Second, H. Taise; Third, M. Yamamoto.

Bean, Lima (Bush in Green

Pepper, Hawaiian— First K. Mu­

Second, C. Sueishi; Third, T.

Shirotani.

Second, A. Shiotani; Third, Masa­

Second, K. Yasuo; Third, N.

M. Kunimoto.

Peanuts— Special, S. Kuwahara.

First, G. Yamashiro; Second, J. Spalding.

Third, J. Spalding.

First, M. Matsuoka; Second, T.

First, D. Kishimoto; Second, M.

First, H. Shirotani; Second, D.

First, H. Shirotani; Second, D.

Second, A. Shiotani; Third, Masa­

First, G. Yamashiro; Second, J.

and Marriage — "Silverland"

Argentina— "Silverland"

is the hardy nation of South America from the exact

point of industry and agriculture. Buenos Aires

is the capital, and naturally must have at least

the most sordid and noisy to the eye

transportation system, and the
great raised road that parallels the

section of Buenos Aires. The public

is governed by a tremendous pace

of life. Such facts as we have been
given by these travelers, and indeed

the wealth of Buenos Aires.

transportation

The city is divided into six

quarters, and is called the

Spanish name of Puerto Rico, which

is the last to be divided in order

weight of the existing road, the

Great Wall, and Tokyo—the

First, G. Yamashiro; Second, J.

was分鐘 the city.

). The bustling and active

of the city is the home of con­

firms, hotels, and public restau­

lands. It shows more than eight

quarters of Argentina which is

and to be at the altitude of 700

arms, as if we were about to be

miles. On every street lies the

result of the city's life.

...and southward.

means of transportation, and no groom

which vibrates the city's fill.

crowded avenues and tangled

of commerce. In the center of

Second, A. Shiotani; Third, Masa­
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rival, beef as the basis of great fortunes.

in the order of their populations after New York and Chi­

city of 5,000 cattle and 10,000

large continent cities, broad boulevards, handsome
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of a new refrigerated meat
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ie grandchildren.
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The terrific game last Sunday between CIO and Wreckers marked the half mark of the local football season. Both the HRC 115 pound and the 127 pound circuits have concluded their first round schedules and cut short the season.

All in all the second round should be a tough and hard fought one with the radiant gridiron fans in for many exciting games.

If the CIO gridders cop the second round championship it will elicit Ole from this year’s prominent. Where the other hand, too, will be out with all they’ve got to cap the second round title so as to cut short the season.

All in all the second round should be a tough and hard fought one with the radiant gridiron fans in for many exciting games.

The CIO gridders are predicted to win the second round title.

If the CIO gridders cop the second round championship it will elicit Ole from this year’s prominent. Where the other hand, too, will be out with all they’ve got to cap the second round title so as to cut short the season.

All in all the second round should be a tough and hard fought one with the radiant gridiron fans in for many exciting games.
Ready, With Weapons They Made, to Repel Raids